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comment on: ” Even-odd behavior of conductance in monatomic
sodium wires”
(October 30, 2018)
Based on numerical LDA calculation in their recent letter Sim et al. report an even-odd
behavior of the conductance as a function of the number of atoms in monatomic sodium
wires. [1] For a string of up to N = 5 sodium atoms with ends connected to leads with mirror
symmetry, they found the conductance to have the value G0 = 2e
2/h for odd N , while for
even N it is smaller and sensitive to the wire structure. We here give a simple analytic proof
of this result, and demonstrate that such an even-odd behavior exists in more general cases.
We also argue that this parity effect holds for larger N as long as N is finite.
We model the wire as a string of N s-orbital (Na, Au, Ag, Cu) atoms [2] with its ends
connected to leads, by the following tight-binding hamiltonian
H =
N∑
i=1
ǫsa
+
isais +
N−1∑
i=1
(tia
+
isai+1s +H.c.) +
∑
k,r=L,R
ǫkrb
+
krbkr +
∑
k
(V Lksb
+
kLa1s + V
R
ksb
+
kRaNs +H.c.),
(1)
where ais(bkr) is the annihilation operator of an s-orbital electron at atomic site i (lead
r), and the other terms have their usual meaning. The Landauer-Bu¨ttiker conductance is
determined by the transmission probability at the Fermi level, G = G0T (EF ). Considering
the atomic sites to the right of site 1 as part of the right lead, the Keldysh formalism yields
for the transmission probability the expression,
T (EF ) =
−2ΓL|t1|
2ImGr2R
(EF − ǫs − |t1|2ReGr2R)
2 + (ΓL − 2|t1|2ImGr2R)
2/4
. (2)
where
ΓL/R =
∑
k
2π|V
L/R
ks |
2δ(ǫ− ǫkL/R),
GriR(EF ) = [g
r
is(EF ))
−1− | ti |
2 Gri+1,R(EF )]
−1, i = 2, 3, · · ·N − 1
GrNR(EF ) = [g
r
NN(EF ))
−1 +
i
2
ΓR]−1
gris(EF ) = (EF − ǫs + i0
+)−1. i = 1, 2, · · ·N
At resonance (EF = ǫs) the real part of all retarded Green functions becomes zero and the
first term in the denominator of Eq. (2) vanishes. Complete transmission through the dot
lattice is then obtained if
ΓL = −2|t1|
2ImGr2R, (3)
where now
1
ImGr2R = −
ΓR
2
|
t3t5 · · · tN−2
t2t4 · · · tN−1
|2; N odd (4)
ImGr2R = −
2
ΓR
|
t3t5 · · · tN−1
t2t4 · · · tN−2
|2; N even. (5)
The condition thus becomes
|
t1t3 · · · tN−2
t2t4 · · · tN−1
|2 =
ΓL
ΓR
; N odd (6)
|
t1t3 · · · tN−1
t2t4 · · · tN−2
|2 =
ΓLΓR
4
; N even. (7)
Equation (6) states that for a sample with an odd number of atoms and mirror symme-
try (ΓL = ΓR, t1 = tN−1, t2 = tN−2, etc.) complete transmission is automatically satisfied,
yielding G = 2e2/h. This is not the case when N is even, however, as is apparent from the
structure of Eq. (7). For a wire with deformations perpendicular to its length the even-odd
character of conductance is preserved since the normal deformation just changes the inter-
site couplings symmetrically. One also finds that the conductance quantization for even N
is more sensitive to the wire structure.
The above results are valid for any finite N. Also, they appear not to arise from the
electron-electron interaction since our derivation ignores such coupling. If the latter is added,
however, we expect them to hold as well since the on-site Coulomb interaction introduces a
self-energy term Σe−e in the Green’s function of each site. The influence of electron-electron
interactions is then just to shift and split the resonance position [3] and Eq. (2) can also
be formally used in their presence, with the formal replacement gris = (EF − ǫs −ReΣe−e)
−1
and the new resonance condition ǫs = EF −ReΣe−e.
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